Methods of Limiting to United States Records in CINAHL Complete
There are basically two ways of limiting to United States records in CINAHL Complete. The first is to
use the Geographic Subset limit on the original search screen.

This will limit your search to records that have USA in the Journal Subset Field. You can do the same
search manually by using the SB Journal Subset field in the main search screen as below:

Please note that the Geographic Subset limit doesn’t preclude the search from returning results which
have multiple geographic indicators (i.e. you can have multiple geographic indicators on one record such as
USA, UK & Ireland, Australia, etc.). This is perhaps not the best way to limit to United States data. This limit
typically speaks more to the provenance of the journal and/or the author affiliation than the country where the
data was collected (although it can do that also). As you can see in the below record, despite using USA in the
Journal Subset field, the search pulled up this record:

Note that “Turkey” is a subject heading in this record. That is the second way that you can search for articles
with United States data, by using a United States subject search (MH Exact Subject Heading). See the below
search screen.

See where United States appears in the subject headings of the below detailed record:

Even this search is not 100% because you can have multiple countries or regions listed in the subject
headings, but it is perhaps the better choice. You can also search by region (i.e. Midwestern United States,
Southeastern United States, etc.) or by state. You will still need to carefully examine your results as some
articles will be retrieved that may be comparison articles where data was taken from both the United States and
other countries. Below is an example of a state search:

As always, you will need to critically evaluate the articles you retrieve with these searches and filter out
any foreign country items which may still appear in the results. There is no foolproof way to only retrieve
articles that have only United States data, but the United States subject search is perhaps the best choice.
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